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OUR APRIL MEETING





Our next RECAMFT meeting on April 12 will feature Joe Persinger, PhD. In this presentation, Dr. Persinger will share his
expertise on treating clients experiencing chronic using a biopsychosocial model, taking into consideration the body,
thoughts, feelings, and relationships. Among other things he will cover the pain-stress link, coordinating with other
providers, the pain-trauma link, medications, stress management techniques, sleep, mindfulness, and spiritual
considerations. Please join us for an interesting and practical presentation.
According to a recent
Institute of Medicine Report,
pain is a significant public
health problem that costs
society at least $560-635
billion annually, an amount
equal to about $2,000.00 for
everyone living in the U.S.
This includes the total
incremental cost of health
care due to pain from ranging
between $261 to $300 billion
and $297-$336 billion due to
lost productivity (based on
days of work missed, hours of
work lost, and lower wages).
Pain affects more Americans
than diabetes, heart disease
and cancer combined. In
2011, at least 116 million
adult Americans (over 1 out
of 3) reported common
chronic
pain
conditions.
Because chronic pain is a
significant stressor, it is often









Contemporary Perspective on Chronic Pain:
Identification and Treatment



ODDFELLOWS TEMPLE/MERCER HALL, 545 PACIFIC AVE, SANTA ROSA



IF THE PARKING LOT IS FULL, YOU CAN PARK AT THE J.C.GARAGE ACROSS MENDOCINO AVE.FOR $3 OR ASK
PERMISSION TO PARK AT THE EGGAN AND LANCE MORTUARY. IF YOU DO NOT ASK THE TOWING COST IS
$225.


May 10, 2013

Helping Clients Heal from Trauma
Using Bilateral Stimulation Techniques
L. Reyna Seminara, LMFT
June 14, 2013

Psychotherapy and Spirituality
Steven H. Sulmeyer, JD, PhD




co-morbid with common symptoms of chronic stress, such as the anxiety and depression clusters. It is likely that a
significant percentage of those who present for mental health problems also have chronic pain. For this reason, it is
essential that clinicians are knowledgeable concerning its treatment and management.
Dr. Persinger received his bachelor's degree from the University of Virginia and his Ph.D. in Clinical Psychology from
Alliant University. He completed his post-doctoral internship at the Sonoma County Department of Mental Health.
His areas of clinical interest include anxiety spectrum disorders, mood disorders, life stress, post-traumatic stress,
chronic pain, sleep disorders and psychosomatic disorders. His specialty training includes behavioral medicine, hypnosis,
EMDR, Dialectical Behavioral Therapy (DBT) and Somatic Experiencing Trauma Therapy. He is particularly interested in
integrating these approaches into a coherent mind-body therapy for people with both psycho-emotional and physical
problems.

President’s Message
Lani Lee, LMFT

the most time and energy defending against.
Sometimes further layers of deep complexes that we
are sure we have already worked through and
unraveled re-surface, reminding us that there are
always more layers to tend to and learn to love more
fully.

I believe that being a therapist requires us
to remain open to and engaged with our
own healing process as we accompany our
clients through theirs. When we sit with
our clients, we are inevitably affected as
the client’s psyche interacts with our own
inner life. This invocation begins in the room as
countertransference, and then continues to move and
develop within us whether we are aware of it or not.
With willingness to work with what is evoked in us,
countertransference can be fertile ground for
deepening and growth both personally and in the
therapeutic relationship.

For example, recently a client shared his difficulty
knowing and speaking his needs. Ok, I thought, this is a
familiar one to me. I have worked on this in my own
therapy. I can help. And I was able to show up to the
depth that I have worked, which was helpful. What I
didn’t know was that the work I have done with my
needs complex has only scratched the surface. Indeed,
this complex is alive and well in my psyche, needing
continued tending and support.

Each client that sits across from me is a mirror into
facets of my own psyche, reminding me of parts of
myself that still need attention, healing and
understanding. The clearer I can be with what lies
within me and the more fully I can feel what I uncover,
the more I can learn to care for these tender and
unresolved pieces of myself. In turn, this inner work and
awareness allows me to see my clients clearer, and
learn how to relate with their vulnerability in a way that
facilitates integration and self-compassion. I need to do
the work I am inviting my clients to do with myself first.
As I do, the quality of my presence supports the
therapeutic container: I can only be as available to my
clients as I am to myself.

In the days following the session, I find myself
inundated by overwhelming feelings and playing out my
unconscious patterns with my poor husband.
Communication becomes difficult: I am mute and
resentful in the face of speaking my needs, wanting
desperately for him to know what I need without my
having to ask. All of my familiar judgments towards my
needs show up: I need too much, my needs don’t make
sense, I am selfish, I don’t give enough. And underneath
these are all the feelings: grief, confusion, anger,
overwhelm,
sadness,
fear,
frustration.
And
accompanying sensations: my head swims, I feel
nauseous, my heart hurts. And the belief: It is all up to
me, it is not safe to need others, and they won’t be able
to give me what I need anyways. I lay with myself and

This is no easy task. Often the parts that need the most
attention are the ones that lie deep within. To open to
them with curiosity invites all sorts of feelings we spend




cry and cry, trying to learn to love all this mess in
myself. Finding the courage and clarity to ask for what I
need will take ongoing practice!
The next time I sit with my client my whole being will
carry with it this experience, creating an invitation to
trust that it is safe to feel and learn to care for the self
more deeply. Because just as our client’s inner life
creates lasting ripples in our own, so too do we leave a
lasting resonance within our clients. We are on this
journey of growth and healing together.











































































Lani Lee, MFT is in private practice near downtown Santa
Rosa. She helps young children through adults to build
resilience, integrate disowned aspects of the Self and access
their authentic expression though relational, client centered,
mindfulness, and somatic models. You can contact her at:
707-331-5246, or visit her website: www.LaniLeeMFT.com for
more info.
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DAVID KEIP, JAN OGREN & MICHELLE KEIP DEMONSTRATE AN
EXPERIENTIAL TREATMENT

RECAMFT’S NEW PROGRAMS CHAIR, DENISE SAFONT,
INTRODUCING MARCH PRESENTATION






After experiencing what it feels like to be “centered,”
Jan went on to show us how she gives clients a somatic
experience of the 4 innate survival responses to the
world. These 4 survival patterns are 1) Fight (anger), 2)
Flight (fear), 3) Freeze (overwhelming fear), and 4)
Please (accommodate, give in). She then added a 5th
possible way to respond to the world: Centered.








We had an interesting and fun presentation today on
“Helping Clients Perceive and Consciously Change Their
Patterns of Relating to Others” led by Jan Ogren, MFT.
Her presentation focused on bringing some of the
principles of the practice of Aikido into the realm of
psychotherapy. Jan brought with her as co-presenters
her two Aikido teachers, Michelle and David Keip. Jan
shared with us how her experience of learning Aikido
years ago was “life changing” for her which is why she
wanted to bring to us some of what she found.
Jan sought to have us experience in a felt way how our
hard-wired, unconscious ways of reacting to the world
actually affect the world we are reacting to. To begin
this teaching, Michelle and David first taught us a
centering exercise from Aikido that involved standing,
closing our eyes, swaying, breathing and grounding to
the earth through our legs. After staying in touch with
this feeling of being centered and grounded, we slowly
opened our eyes and let the world into us rather than
how we usually perceive the world by extending our
awareness out to the objects outside of ourselves. By
doing the centering exercise first, we more easily stay
grounded in our core self rather than be so reactive to
the
outside
world.



MEMBERS TRYING OUT THE EXERCISE

Jan then showed us how she works with a client to give
them an experience of each of these 5 response
patterns. By using a balloon or small beach ball, she has
the client push that ball against her hand and she
responds to that “pushing in of the world” with each of
the 5 possible response patterns. She then reverses this
and has the client try on each of the 5 responses while
she pushes the ball into their hand. The result is the
client really “gets” what each of these 5 positions feels


like when they run into them in others as well as when
they are in one of these responses themselves. Jan then
asks the client to talk about what they recognize as
their own typical response patterns. Jan showed us how
she works with couples by having them go through this
exercise by coaching them through it. Many of today’s
participants saw the great value in doing this exercise
with their clients to dramatically raise their awareness
of these response patterns in themselves and begin to
consider that responses other than what they typically
do
are
possible.



Thank you Jan Ogren, Michelle Keip and David Keip for a
very interesting and useful presentation to our
members. Jan can be reached at (707) 544-7756 or
www.JanOgren.net. David and Michelle can be reached
at the institute they founded, Wellspring Aikido and
MovementOasis,
at
(707)
544-2673
or
www.wellspringsai.com.
Michael Krikorian, MFT can be reached at (707) 579-0838 or
through his website at www.mkrikorian-therapist.com



Linked Up on LinkedIn


“Is LinkedIn really necessary? Why do I
want to be on LinkedIn?” someone asked
me recently. My answer? Yes! You
definitely want to be on LinkedIn with as
many “connections” (other people with
whom you are connected) as possible.
LinkedIn is your opportunity to connect with other
professionals in your field. If you are in the market for a
job, you can bet your profile will be thoroughly checked
out by your potential employer. One of the most
important things you can do on LinkedIn is to join
groups of like professionals that interest you. Here are
some groups in which I participate:

MICHAEL KRIKORIAN & RICHARD BAUDRAND PRACTICE THE
“INNATE SURVIVAL RESPONSES EXERCISE”

•
•
•
•
•




American Counseling Association
CAMFT
Jungian Sandplay
Links for Shrinks
NAMI

•
•
•

Laura C. Strom, MS, LMFT (MFC 49174) offers consultation for
counselors to help them with their web presence and social
media. http://www.facebook.com/lauracstrom

PTSD Academy
Trauma, Loss and Art Therapy
Thirsty Fish: Marketing for Right-Brained,
Creative Healers and Mental
Health
Professionals

I receive a daily or weekly digest email from each group
with questions that other colleagues have asked, or
resources they shared. I briefly skim it, to see if any
topics interest me. If they do, I click on the link which
takes me right to their discussion. I might participate
simply by clicking the thumbs up ‘like’ button. If I know
something about the topic, or have a resource to share,
I may write a comment.

Northern California
Group Psychotherapy Society

22nd Training Institute

When I participate in very specific topic groups, such as
the Jungian Sandplay group, when a client moves to my
area, their therapist can look to LinkedIn to find
professionals who might help with expertise in that
particular field.

Asilomar Conference Center
Pacific Grove, California

May 31 – June 2, 2013

Set up your LinkedIn profile thoroughly. Spend some
time getting it right. Then allow LinkedIn to search your
email for contacts. Uncheck your former clients whom
you should not solicit for a connection; it is okay,
however, if they send an invitation to you, and okay to
connect with them – this is a website for professionals
to connect with professionals, not one where you share
your family photos! Let LinkedIn send invitations to the
rest of your contacts.

A two day residential institute
for group therapists at all levels.
Utilizes a combination of experiential
and didactic teaching methods.
A choice of 11 twelve-hour workshops that include
diverse theoretical orientations and topics.
12 CEUs for California Psychologists, nurses,
social workers and marriage, family therapists.

For additional information or downloadable
course catalogue, go to www.NCGPS.org.

On the home page of LinkedIn when you are logged in,
you can share a status update, and LinkedIn will nicely
offer to “tweet” it to your Twitter account (if you have
one). Use this status update to share articles or topics
you think will interest other professionals. Or share your
own blog articles both there and in the groups to get
them wider notice. Be sure to include a link to the
article which LinkedIn allows in a separate box below
the status update box.
You can use LinkedIn to get people with whom you are
connected to introduce you to other people they may
know. If you are hunting for a job, this is a winning
strategy. Find help with a research project. Ask
meaningful questions. Get other therapists to “like”
your Facebook professional page.
No matter what, you should invest the time to do a
thorough LinkedIn profile. Time to get linked up on
LinkedIn!







ETHICS ROUNDTABLE




The Ethics Roundtable meets once each in the Fall, Winter, and
Spring. Our meetings are warm, informal and welcoming,
encouraging discussion of sometimes sticky issues. Topics may
come from our clinical practices, or be generated by other
ethical concerns brought in by one of us.
The meetings are informative, stimulating and enjoyable.
RECAMFT members are invited to attend. No ongoing
commitment is required.



Friends, Interns...
In our support group, we continue to explore the lived
experience of being an intern, fully embracing the
transitory and meta-morphical nature of life (as
interns.) For me, this work is not rocket science but the
art of soul-tending based on authentic relationship with
myself and another.

Next Meeting – Friday, April 26, 2013
1:30 - 3:00 pm
More information? call Coralia Serafim at 781-0133

Come to our next meeting and share your thoughts,
feelings, images, etc. Reply to the email address below
for directions and details.

JANUARY ETHICS ROUNDTABLE MEETING

JENNIFER BALLARD & LEE ROSENSTEIN

If you are an intern and a member of RECAMFT, we
welcome your feedback and participation. If you are not
a member or have not renewed your membership
lately, please consider the many advantages of joining a
community of diverse-minded professionals. Go to
www.recamft.org and have a look around.





Lee Rosenstein
Intern Chair
leeshomeworld@comcast.net
cell: 530-355-1156



April’s Prize Donor: Kit Lofroos, LMT
Prize: Gift Certificate for a Massage
Winner: ???
The RECAMFT Recharge Raffle is designed to offer one of
our lucky members a way of restoring, rejuvenating and
revitalizing themselves. We seek local business owners to
donate prizes for our monthly drawing. The businesses
receive free advertising in our newsletter; our therapists
receive gifts designed for their ability to “recharge”. It’s a
win-win!

Heart of Courage
offers simple practices to untangle reactivity and
cultivate embodied Center. Taught by David &
Michelle Keip of Wellspring Aikido.
Both have over 30 years experience.

This month, I am happy to introduce RECAMFT
members to Kit Lofroos, a licensed massage therapist in
historic downtown Petaluma. Kit, who has won the
2009 Petaluma People’s Choice Award for Best
Masseuse, specializes in integrative, intuitive deep
tissue massage. Here is what one happy customer has

Heart of Courage Intro Series
4 Thursdays May 2 & 16, June 6 & 20
7-8:30pm, $100 • Pre-Reg.required by May 1
MovementOasis.com Call 707-544-2673




HAVE YOU RENEWED YOUR
MEMBERSHIP FOR 2013?
OR
THINKING ABOUT JOINING RECAMFT?

to say about Kit’s work: “Kit’s massages are true
expressions of artistry! … I found that they are engaged,
fresh, never routine, and are truly, extremely
profound.” You can visit Kit’s beautiful website
(www.lofroos.org) to learn more about her philosophy
as a massage therapist.

If you have not renewed your RECAMFT membership
for 2013, take a few minutes to do so now. If you
already have, then you know just how easy it is! Need a
‘jumpstart’ to renew or join, here is the website:
www.recamft.org. This will take you to RECAMFT’s
homepage, and after signing in with your email account
and password (or creating a password), simply choose
from the categories listed on the left side. From there
follow the easy prompts to complete your renewal or
joining process. Payment options include debit/credit
card or mail in payment.

And I would like to extend congratulations to Richard
Baudrand, who won the “Seasonings for the Soul”
boxed gift set of spices from Savory Spice Shop in Santa
Rosa. Please remember to patronize our local
businesses who have stepped up to support RECAMFT
therapists!
If you know of a local small business that you would
like to see featured here (and that might be willing to
donate a prize), please contact Marie F. Piazza, MFT at
(707) 570-3940 or by email at mfpmft@att.net. If you
win the prize and cannot use it, please pass it on to
someone who can!

Some of the many benefits of being a member of
RECAMFT and other things to know:
• Monthly Meetings include 1.5 CEU credits for
attending ‘topical’ presentation
• CEU Workshops at a reduced rate
• Provides a web presence as a local therapist
which links to your personal website
• Makes your profile available for potential
clients
• Access to your online profile allows you to
make necessary changes at any time
• Easy access to place an ad in the RECAMFT
Newsletter
• Don’t forget: must be a current member of
CAMFT to be a member of RECAMFT
• The annual fee of $60 affords you the above
benefits as well as being a great way to
network and be a part of a supportive
therapeutic community!
• Any questions, call Cat Capitani 529-5529

Marie F. Piazza, MFT is in private practice in Santa Rosa. She
writes a monthly e-newsletter called Moonburst! Support for
helping professionals through creativity, spirituality and
sexuality. You can access Moonburst! through her website at
www.mariefpiazza.com.

Referring to an Outdoor or
Residential Treatment Program?
Educational consultants, in collaboration with referring mental
health professionals, work with families to identify appropriate
therapeutic treatment options for struggling students.
Bob Casanova is an experienced, licensed marriage and
family therapist (MFT) who provides realistic, comprehensive
recommendations to Therapeutic Schools, Residential
Treatment Centers and Outdoor Therapeutic Treatment
Programs for teens and young adults who need help
coping with such challenges as:




Catherine ‘Cat’ Capitani, MFT
RECAMFT Membership Chair

Drug or alcohol abuse/dependence • Learning differences
Social, emotional or psychiatric concerns • Self harm • Eating disorders
School failure or refusal • Adoption/attachment issues
Asperger’s/PDD/NLD • Family conflict • Loss and grief • Divorce

BOB CASANOVA Educational Consultant
and Licensed Marriage & Family Therapist
Affiliated with McClure Mallory & Baron

1160 North Dutton Avenue, Suite 250 | Santa Rosa, CA 95404

707.526.5800
















VOICE DIALOGUE LEVEL-3 PRACTITIONER TRAINING:
BOULDER, CO -JUNE 6-9, 2013. Deepen your presence
and skill as a practitioner. Take your practice to the next
level. Contact: Deborah Morris / Cotati & Mill Valley
Deborah@LearnGrowHeal.com (415) 383-3469
<mailto:Deborah@LearnGrowHeal.com>




Therapy office sublet near downtown Santa Rosa. Great
office & colleagues. Flexible hrs. Call Shonnie Brown at
Chinn Street Counseling Center. 526-4353.








THERAPY offices for rent on Cherry St in S R. Full time
furnished with sand tray $450 & unfurnished
$400/month. Sublet also available. Both include:
waiting room, WC access, parking, weekly cleaning,
utilities & kitchen. Call 953-2082.

Offices
Available
4th Street
Therapist Row

(next to Chrysalis Community Counseling Services)

Full Service Offices

in buildings with existing
therapists
Rents range from
$350-$650 per month

Call Coralee Barkela 494-6400
or email coralee.cb@gmail.com
for more information

Full time, small office, quaint, charming building,
furnished or unfurnished, $400/month, Dana Schneider
-566-9303.
Shared office space in Petaluma. $225/month. Parking,
ground level office and waiting room. Call Leslie at 4835153.









REDWOOD EMPIRE CHAPTER, CALIFORNIA ASSOCIATION

The
Redwood
Empire

OF MARRIAGE & FAMILY THERAPISTS
PO BOX 2443, SEBASTOPOL, CA 95473




Telephone/Fax: 707 575-0596
Email: therapy@recamft.org
Website: www.recamft.org

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED











NEWSLETTER COSTS & DEADLINES

RECAMFT HONORS PAST PRESIDENTS
Hal Forman
2012
Elaine Sohier Gayler
2011
Cynthia Halliday
2010
Susan Hartz
2009
Kate Maxwell
2008
Gail Van Buuren
2007
Diana Poulson
2005-2006
Joan Logan
2004
Judith Goleman
2003
Ange Stephens
2002
Christopher Doyle
2001
F. Michael Montgomery
2000
Julie Green
1999
Jan Lowry-Cole
1998
Rhaea Maurel
1997
Paula Hall
1996
Kitty Chelton
1994-1995
Don Scully & Randi Farkas
1993-1994
Hari Meyers
1992-1993
Grace Harris
1991-1992
Richard Alongi
1990-1991
Diana Young
1989
Andrew Leeds
1988
Carleita Schwartz
1987
Christine Bucholz
1986
Thomas Hedlund

1982-1985
Rick Mawson
1980-1982


Line ads and announcements:
Members - $5 per line
Non-members - $12 per line
Flyers inserted in newsletter - $100
Mailing labels - Members - $65
Non-members - $125
Display ads:
Full page - 9.75” x 7.5” = $200
Half page - 4.75” x 7.5” = $110
Quarter page - 4.5” x 3.5” = $60
Eighth page - 2” x 3.5” = $35
10% discount for 5 month ad Commitment
20% discount for 10 month ad commitment
Deadlines:
Articles (500 words max) - 15th of the month
Advertisements - 15th of the month
For more information call or email:
707 575-0596 or therapy@recamft.org

NEWSLETTER DISCLAIMERS
The opinions and points of view in the articles
contained herein do not necessarily reflect that
of the Board of Directors of RECAMFT or of
CAMFT.
Authors’ contact information is
included. Submitted articles may be edited and
are published at our discretion depending on
space and relevance to our readers’ professional
interests.


